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1. Distribution rate is calculated by annualizing the Trust’s latest declared regular distribution on March 31st, 2023 and dividing that number by the Trust’s market price as of the 
same day. The distribution rate is calculated net of expenses. BSTZ’s estimated source of distributions paid during the current fiscal year to date is 86% long-term capital gains and 
14% return of capital as of 03/31/2023. The amounts and sources of distributions reported are only estimates and are not provided for tax reporting purposes.
2. The Trust currently intends to dissolve on or about January 29, 2032 (the “Dissolution Date”); provided that the Board of Trustees of the Trust (the “Board”) may vote to extend the 
Dissolution Date: (i) once for up to one year, and (ii) once for up to an additional six months, to a date up to and including eighteen months after the initial Dissolution Date (which 
date shall then become the Dissolution Date). Each holder of common shares would be paid a pro rata portion of the Trust’s net assets upon dissolution of the Trust. The Board may 
also vote to cause the Trust to conduct a tender offer, as of a date within twelve months preceding the Dissolution Date (as may be extended as described above), to all common 
shareholders to purchase 100% of the then outstanding common shares of the Trust at a price equal to the NAV per common share on the expiration date of the tender offer.
3. These investments were selected to illustrate the Trust’s private investments made since the inception of the fund. The information above is not a prediction of future performance 
or any assurance that comparable investment opportunities will be available at the time of investment. It is non-representative of all underlying investments made by the investment 
team and it should not be assumed that the investment team will invest in comparable investments, or that any future investments made by the investment team will be successful. To 
the extent that these investments prove to be profitable, it should not be assumed that the investment team’s other investments will be profitable or will be as profitable.

Commentary for First Quarter 2023

Private investments3

The team continues to perform due diligence on
multiple new opportunities and expects to manage
exposure to private assets over the coming quarters,
given the current allocation to private equity. As of
March 31st, 2023, the Trust held 22 private investments,
comprising 31.6% of total assets or a total commitment
of approximately $503 million. During the quarter, the
Trust did not add additional capital to private
investments, and there were no liquidity events among
the Trust’s holdings. Including companies that have
gone public or have been acquired, the Trust has
committed approximately $634 million since inception
to private investments.

We continue to seek opportunities to harvest the
illiquidity premium by taking advantage of the “closed”
structure and adding exposure to private investments as
capacity increases.

Investing in next generation technology
companies:

BlackRock Science and Technology Term Trust (BSTZ) is
a closed-end fund (“CEF”) that takes a unique approach
to investing in the technology sector by blending “next
generation” technology stocks and private investments
along with a tactical single-stock option-writing strategy.
CEFs may pursue investment strategies that focus on a
broader opportunity set, including less liquid and private
investments that may offer higher return and income
potential. Taking advantage of this structure, BSTZ seeks
to invest approximately 25% of its portfolio in private
investments.

BlackRock believes that the use of technology is
reshaping industries across the globe, presenting unique
growth opportunities and creating a strong structural
backdrop for long-term growth in the sector. The
technology sector is supported by strong and
accelerated global earnings and increased spending.
With tech disruption re-shaping entire industries, we
believe this growth and spending will permeate across
different types of companies and sectors. BSTZ seeks to
invest in these themes through both publicly traded and
private companies.

The Trust has a distribution rate of 10.4%1, paid
monthly. BSTZ also has a limited term, meaning it will
offer full liquidity at net asset value to investors in year
12 of the Trust’s life2.

The views expressed reflect the opinions of BlackRock as of March 31st,, 2023 and are subject to change based on 

changes in market, economic or other conditions.  These views are not intended to be a forecast of future events and are 

no guarantee of future results.
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As of April 5, 2023 BSTZ’s name changed from “BlackRock Science and Technology Trust II .” to “BlackRock Science Technology Term Trust”.
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*MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index: An index representing the IT (Information Technology) sector stocks within the MSCI ACWI SMID Cap Growth Index. An
index that captures mid and small-cap securities exhibiting overall growth style characteristics across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 Emerging Markets (EM) countries. Indexes
are unmanaged and index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

1: Returns are shown net of advisory fees paid by the Trust and net of the Trust’s operating fees and expenses. Investors who purchase shares of the Trust through an investment
adviser or other financial professional may separately pay a fee to that service provider. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The performance
quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares may be
worth more or less than the original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted, and numbers may reflect small variances due to rounding.

2: Bloomberg, 3/31/2023. 3: NPR, 3/22/2023. 4: Reuters 2/3/2023. 5: Forbes, 3/15/2023. 6: CNBC 3/23/23 7: CNBC 1/16/23

Private investments in BSTZ:

Performance

The Trust posted positive performance of +8.1%1 (net of fees) over the first quarter of 2023, underperforming its
benchmark, the MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index*, which returned +12.9%. 2

Global equity markets gained in the first quarter as investors cautiously added back to risk assets. Volatility was high
due to persistent inflation and uncertainty across the banking sector. The MSCI ACWI returned +7.4%, lagging high
growth indices like the Nasdaq which returned +17.0% for the quarter2. In January, fears of recession eased and equities
surged while market participants priced in a near-term end to interest rate hikes. By February, strong economic data
caused equities to trade down. March was characterized by the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank,
leading to investor concerns around the stability of the broader banking sector. Later on, challenges at Credit Suisse led
the Swiss bank to be taken over by competitor UBS. The acquisition, along with support from the Federal Deposit and
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), an independent agency created by Congress which insures US bank deposits, alleviated
investor worries of further potential issues.

US CPI showed signs of easing, although stickier components of the index such as shelter remained elevated over the
quarter. In response, the Fed raised interest rates by 50 basis points (bps) across two hikes and indicated that the
stresses in the banking sector would not dictate monetary policy3. Meanwhile, labor markets remained tight as
unemployment rates in many developed economies fell below pre-pandemic levels4. Conversely, oil prices fell to the
lowest levels in over a year as the crises in the banking sector brought the health of the global economy into question5.

In Europe, both the ECB and BoE delivered two interest rate increases over the quarter as inflation in the continent fell to
its lowest level in a year after a decline in energy costs.6 In China, fourth quarter GDP data beat expectations7. Chinese
equites were supported in January by optimism of the country’s economic reopening after pandemic-related restrictions
were relaxed, but geopolitical uncertainty unwound some of this trade later in the period.

The technology sector outperformed global equity markets with the MSCI ACWI Information Technology Index returning
+20.4%2 over the quarter as investors cautiously added back to growth, starting with companies on the larger end of the
market capitalization spectrum. Faster growing areas of technology, including smid-caps, did not participate as much in
the upside over the quarter. Large- and mega-cap technology outperformed as investors rotated into these types of
companies amidst market uncertainty.
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Company
Project Name as per 

BlackRock website among 
Top 10 Holdings*

Industry
Investment 

Quarter
Market Value 

($m)
Current Phase

Portfolio 
Ownership

Flix Mobility - Road & Rail Q3 2019 $15.9 Private Held

Klarna - IT Services Q3 2019 $17.2 Private Held

C3.ai - Software Q3 2019 - Public Exited

Innovium - Semiconductors Q3 2019 - Acquired Exited

PsiQuantum Picasso Semiconductors Q3 2019 $55.6 Private Held

Gitlab - Software Q3 2019 - Public Held

Trax - IT Services Q3 2019 $12.7 Private Held

Unqork - Software Q3 2019 $6.5 Private Held

Databricks Debussy Software Q4 2019 $86.1 Private Held

SiteMinder - Software Q1 2020 - Public Held

CNEX - Semiconductors Q1 2020 $3.2 Private Held

Credo - Electrical Equipment Q1 2020 - Public Held

SambaNova Sibelius Semiconductors Q1 2020 $45.1 Private Held

AvidXchange - Software Q3 2020 - Public Exited

Farmers Business Network - Food Tech Q3 2020 $16.9 Private Held

GrubMarket Gaugamela Food Tech Q3 2020 $38.9 Private Held

Trumid - IT Services Q3 2020 $22.3 Private Held

Nuvia - Semiconductors Q3 2020 - Acquired Exited

ResearchGate - Entertainment Q3 2020 $6.2 Private Held

Think & Learn Pvt Ltd - Education Tech Q3 2020 $17.0 Private Held

Cazoo Limited - Specialty Retail Q4 2020 - Public Exited

Snorkel Ai - Diversified Financial Services Q4 2020 $5.3 Private Held

DataRobot - Software Q4 2020 $5.3 Private Held

Snyk Limited Salinger Software Q4 2020 $45.2 Private Held

ByteDance Bond Interactive Media & Services Q4 2020 $48.8 Private Held

Arrival - Automobiles Q4 2020 - Public Exited

Mythic AI, Inc. - Internet Q1 2021 $0.0 Private Held

Automattic - IT Services Q1 2021 $16.7 Private Held

Deep Instinct - IT Services Q1 2021 $13.9 Private Held

Astranis Space Tech - Communications Equipment Q1 2021 $11.3 Private Held

Rapyd Financial Network - Software Q1 2021 $13.5 Private Held

* As of 3/31/2023.  Company names may appear as “Project Names” on the BlackRock website. 
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References to specific securities and their issuers are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended and should not be interpreted as recommendations to purchase or sell such
securities. BlackRock may or may not own the securities referenced and, if such securities are owned, no representation is being made that such securities will continue to be held.
The holdings mentioned in the commentary represent the largest contributors and detractors to performance relative to the benchmark. They are not representative of all underlying
investments made by the manager on behalf of the strategy and it should not be assumed that the manager will invest in these investments or in comparable investments, or that any
future investments made by the manager will be successful . To the extent that these investments prove to be profitable, it should not be assumed that the strategy will be profitable or
will be as profitable. A full list of each holdings contribution to performance is made available upon request.

1: New York Times, 2/3/2023. 2: Tesla, 1/25/2023. 3: MercadoLibre, 2/23/2023. 4: Credo Technology, 3/1/2023.

Fourth quarter earnings reported during the period
revealed softening demand across the technology sector.
Companies with the greatest cost discipline protected
margins and were rewarded by investors. Several
management teams issued cautious guidance for 2023
due to the deteriorating demand environment expected
this year across the technology sector.

As an effort to manage costs, layoffs within the industry
continued over the period with some of the largest
technology companies shrinking headcount. Technology
companies that committed to cutting operating expenses
were favored by market participants as enterprises
attempt to navigate a slowing growth environment.

Generative artificial intelligence (AI) competition
advanced over the quarter. Microsoft significantly
increased their investment in OpenAI, the supercomputer
development company that created ChatGPT, with plans
to incorporate generative AI technology into Office
applications to drive usage1. Google responded with its
own chatbot, while Meta announced a new large language
model (LLM) and Snapchat, Spotify, and Shopify released
generative AI features on their respective platforms.

Short-form video app TikTok continued to draw concern
from a cybersecurity perspective. The EU’s executive
branch, US Congress, and dozens of US states banned the
app on government employees’ devices. Later on, TikTok
CEO Shou Chew appeared before Congress to discuss the
company’s protection of users’ data. Shares of social
media competitors gained on the potential for a ban or
sale of the app.

Within the portfolio, performance was not immune from
the challenges of the dynamic market environment. Long-
term growth stories, such as the increased adoption of
electric vehicles (EVs) and the build-out of AI appeared as
some of the largest contributors to active returns over the
quarter. An off-benchmark position in luxury EV maker
Tesla appeared as the single largest contributor to relative
performance. Tesla’s stock appreciated after reporting
record revenue in January and revealing that demand
growth for the company’s vehicles continued to outpace
supply growth2. On the AI front, companies with direct or
indirect exposure to the theme benefitted from investor
anticipation of the future capabilities of what the
technology could solve for. As such, an off-benchmark
position in Nvidia was another top contributor to active
performance. The semiconductor designer’s stock jumped
on optimism of surging demand for the company’s
graphics processing units (GPUs) that enable AI. GPUs
serve as the primary compute power for many AI models.
Similarly, an overweight to Lattice Semiconductor also
appeared among the largest contributors as the leading
producer of low powered Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) appeared well positioned to benefit from the
increased capital expenditure on the build out of AI
capabilities over the next several years.
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Companies that reported earnings surprises experienced
strong price reactions over the period. An off-benchmark
position in Argentinian e-commerce company,
MercadoLibre, was among the top contributors over the
period. The largest online commerce and payments
ecosystem in Latin America posted strong revenue and
earnings growth after reported struggles at a close
competitor in the region3. Likewise, not holding a position
in Keysight Technologies helped relative performance
over the quarter after the company revised downwards on
guidance for the remainder of the year on the back of a
deteriorating demand environment. On a similar note, an
overweight position to Credo Technology was the single
largest detractor from active returns after missing
earnings expectations due to a key customer cutting back
on their order commitments4.

Elsewhere within the Trust, portfolio performance was
hurt by private companies that had reduced valuations.
The private technology sector was uniquely hurt by the
collapse of Silicon Valley Bank as many investors foresaw
a tough funding environment in the near-term for private
companies. Also, the technology sector experienced
detracting performance as comparable public companies
reported weak financials, which then impacts the
respective private companies’ valuations. The Trust’s off-
benchmark private position in PsiQuantum appeared as
one of top detractors from active returns over the quarter.
The quantum computing developer attempted to raise an
additional funding round at a depressed valuation.
Elsewhere in the portfolio, an off-benchmark private
position in ByteDance, appeared among the largest
detractors as the parent company of TikTok was valued
down after speculation of a potential ban or forced sale of
the social media company.

Private investments in companies that experienced
pulled-forward demand from the pandemic saw
valuations fall over the period. As an example, an off-
benchmark private position in Think & Learn detracted
from relative performance after the education technology
company saw reduced growth outlook while less students
took advantage of online learning and studying. Similarly,
an off-benchmark private position in Trumid was another
top detractor as the projected adoption of fintech
appeared weaker than previously expected. We continue
to maintain a meaningful position to private holdings in
the Trust, despite challenged near-term performance.
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Portfolio positioning as of 3/31/2023

During the quarter, we increased our exposure to
semiconductors, including those that may stand to benefit
from increased capital expenditure on graphics
processing units (GPUs) for generative artificial
intelligence. At the same time, the Trust reduced exposure
to semiconductor names which appear to have less
attractive supply-demand dynamics in the near-term,
including those which serve end-markets such as
automotive and consumer. Elsewhere, we trimmed
positions in the services sub-sector as enterprise IT
spending appears weak over the next several quarters as
corporations look to cut costs amidst economic
uncertainty. Finally, we selectively rotated exposure within
China and other Emerging Markets to position the
portfolio to potentially benefit from policy changes in the
region.

At the end of the period, the Trust held approximately 29%
of net asset value (“NAV”) in semiconductors, 28% in
software, 12% in internet, 12% in hardware, 11% in
services, 7% in new industries, and 3% in content &
infrastructure. These industry exposures were a result of
bottom-up stock selection.

BSTZ performance summary

1-Year Since Inception (annualized)

Total return (NAV) -29.0% +8.3%

Total return (Market Price) -28.5% +6.3%

MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call 
Overwrite Index

-10.6% --

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/23. The Trust’s inception was 6/25/19. Returns are shown net of advisory fees paid by the Trust and net of the Trust’s
operating fees and expenses. As of the Trust’s shareholder report dated 12/31/2022, the Trust’s gross expense ratio is 1.33%. Investors who purchase
shares of the Trust through an investment adviser or other financial professional may separately pay a fee to that service provider. Past performance is not
indicative of future results. The performance quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal
value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares may be worth more or less than the original cost. Current performance may be lower or
higher than the performance quoted, and numbers may reflect small variances due to rounding.

*MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index: An index representing the IT (Information Technology) sector stocks within the MSCI ACWI SMID Cap 
Growth Index. An index that captures mid and small-cap securities exhibiting overall growth style characteristics across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 
Emerging Markets (EM) countries. Indexes are unmanaged and index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an 
index.

Option activity

The team maintained the call option writing strategy
during the period, and at the end of the quarter, 26.7% of
the portfolio was overwritten. The Trust continues to seek
opportunities to generate option premiums during periods
of heightened volatility.

The option strategy employs a dynamic call writing
process focused on single stocks to allow for the
combination of cash flow and capital appreciation. This
includes using multiple option positions diversified across
strike prices and expiration dates while taking into
account changes in market conditions affecting option
pricing. These call options were typically written at prices
above the prevailing market prices (estimated to be 7%
out of the money) and for maturities averaging 50 days, as
at March 31st, 2023.

Q1 2023

+8.1%

+23.3%

+12.9%
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Investment Outlook

The first quarter of 2023 was characterized by an
uncertain macroeconomic environment with a mixed view
of the state of the global economy. Looking forward, we
believe the remainder of 2023 will be a challenging but
potentially rewarding year for the technology sector.
Elevated interest rates and weaker-than-expected fiscal
guidance will likely put pressure on tech stocks for the first
half of the year. We expect the second half of the year to be
more favorable for tech on the back of slowing or halted
rate hikes and potentially strong earnings compared to
conservative expectations.

A performance recovery in the highest growth parts of the
technology sector may occur once there is more clarity in
the economic environment, which will likely come at the
end of the rate-hike cycle. It is probable that the areas of
the market that were the first to sell off will be the first
segments to recover. With this in mind, we believe that
consumer-oriented technology may lead the rebound. As
companies announce first quarter earnings, we will have
more insight into the demand environment which may
inform our view of what the recovery will look like.

The global technology sector is dominated by a small
group of increasingly diversified mega-caps, but the
investment team believes that there are increasing
opportunities in the vast number of companies not
captured in the large behemoths of the space. The
industry leaders of tomorrow are unlikely to be the
industry leaders of today. The Trust is currently investing
in many small and mid-cap companies, which provide
more pure-play exposure into the emerging technologies
than the sector’s mega-caps.

Today, disruption has gone well beyond just the
technology sector, as technology companies seek to make
an impact on any industry that is poised to benefit from
operational innovation, such as AI in digital healthcare or
autonomous vehicles in the automobile sector. As such,
the Trust currently holds positions across 23 GICS
industries, looking for innovative firms that are reshaping
the landscape of their respective fields.

We believe long-duration assets, including non-profitable
tech stocks, have been sensitive to persistent inflation and
higher interest rates as their present value is largely
derived from potential future cash flows. While even
quality-oriented growth assets have been penalized due to
rising rates, we believe the fundamentals of the
companies within the portfolio remain compelling. We
expect the secular growth trends driving technology to be
multi-year transformations and persist regardless of the
macroeconomic environment or geopolitical risk.

BSTZ portfolio statistics

Distribution rate (market price) 10.4%

% of NAV overwritten with options 26.7%

Number of public holdings 84

Private investments (% of NAV) 31.6%

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/2023. Distribution rate is calculated by annualizing 
the Trust’s latest declared regular distribution and dividing that number by the 
Trust’s market price as of 3/31/2023. 

Top 10 holdings
(as % of portfolio assets)

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/2023.

Geography breakdown *
(as % of portfolio assets)

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/2023. Other includes positions in Singapore, New 
Zealand, Luxembourg, Canada, Kazakhstan, Brazil. 

Country Portfolio Benchmark*

United States 54.5% 58.2%

China 8.7% 1.8%

Netherlands 6.2% 1.9%

United Kingdom 5.7% 2.4%

Japan 5.0% 11.6%

Taiwan 3.6% 5.3%

South Korea 2.9% 2.1%

Germany 2.0% 1.4%

Australia 1.9% 1.8%

Israel 1.7% 2.5%

France 1.7% 2.4%

Cayman Islands 1.3% 0.1%

Sweden 1.1% 0.7%

India 1.1% 0.8%

Other 3.4% 2.4%

Company Name Industry
Position 

Size

Databricks Inc Software 3.2%

ByteDance Ltd Internet 3.1%

Synopsys Inc Software 2.9%

Nvidia Corporation Semiconductors 2.8%

Tesla Inc Hardware 2.6%

SambaNova Systems Inc Semiconductors 2.5%

GrubMarket Inc New Industries 2.4%

Lattice Semiconductor Semiconductors 2.4%

PsiQuantum Corp Semiconductors 2.3%

Lasertec Corp Semiconductors 2.0%

*MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index: An index representing the IT (Information Technology) sector stocks within the MSCI ACWI SMID Cap Growth Index. An 
index that captures mid and small-cap securities exhibiting overall growth style characteristics across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 Emerging Markets (EM) countries. 
Indexes are unmanaged and index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
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Sector breakdown
(as % of portfolio assets)

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/2023.

*MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index: An index representing the IT (Information Technology) sector stocks within the MSCI ACWI SMID Cap Growth Index. An 
index that captures mid and small-cap securities exhibiting overall growth style characteristics across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 Emerging Markets (EM) countries. 
Indexes are unmanaged and index performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Market cap breakdown *
(as a % of portfolio assets)

Source: BlackRock as of 3/31/2023. Other includes private investments and locked up capital.

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

> 50bln

25bln to 50bln

10bln to 25bln

2bln to10bln

500mln to 2bln

< 500mln

Private holdings & other

Cash

Market Cap Breakdown
(% of portfolio assets)

Portfolio Benchmark

Industry Portfolio Benchmark*

Semiconductors & Semiconductor Equipment 26.5% 22.9%

Software 25.6% 32.1%

IT Services 11.2% 13.9%

Electronic Equipment, Instruments & Components 5.3% 18.6%

Financial Services 5.2% 5.7%

Entertainment 3.3%

Broadline Retail 2.9%

Automobiles 2.6%

Professional Services 2.5% 1.9%

Consumer Staples Distribution & Retail 2.4%

Diversified Consumer Services 2.1%

Hotels, Restaurants & Leisure 1.7% 0.1%

Communications Equipment 1.7% 2.9%

Technology Hardware, Storage & Peripherals 1.6% 2.3%

Media 1.6%

Interactive Media & Services 1.1%

Electrical Equipment 0.9%

Machinery 0.7%

Real Estate Management & Development 0.5%

Consumer Finance 0.5%

Specialty Retail 0.4%

Household Durables 0.4%

Health Care Technology 0.3%

*Benchmark is the MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index
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Important information about the Trust

This document and the information contained herein relates solely to BlackRock Science and Technology Term Trust (BSTZ). The information contained herein does not relate to, and
is not relevant to, any other fund or product sponsored or distributed by BlackRock or any of its affiliates. This document is not an offer to sell any securities and is not a
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.

Carefully consider each fund’s investment objective, risk factors, and charges and expenses before investing. This and
other information can be found in the fund's prospectus or shareholder report, as applicable, which may be obtained by
visiting the SEC Edgar database. Read the prospectus or shareholder report, as applicable, carefully before investing.

Common shares for the closed-end fund identified above are only available for purchase and sale at current market price on a stock exchange. A closed-end fund’s dividend yield, market
price and NAV will fluctuate with market conditions. The information for this fund is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell
fund shares.

Performance results reflect past performance and are no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
All returns assume reinvestment of all dividends. The market value and net asset value (NAV) of a fund’s shares will fluctuate with market conditions. Closed-end funds
may trade at a premium to NAV but often trade at a discount.

Science and Technology Risk. The Trust’s investment policies, including its fundamental policy of concentrating its investments in companies operating in one or more industries
within the technology group of industries, and investment focus may subject it to more risks than funds that are more broadly diversified over companies with differing characteristics
and operating in numerous sectors of the economy. General changes in market sentiment towards science and technology companies may adversely affect the Trust, and the
performance of science and technology companies may lag behind the broader market as a whole. Also, the Trust’s investments may subject it to a variety of risks, which may cause the
value of the common shares of the Trust to fluctuate significantly over relatively short periods of time. For more information on these and other risks associated with investments in the
science and technology sector, including particular risk considerations for technology companies, telecommunications companies, life sciences industries, biotechnology and
pharmaceutical companies, industrial products, services and equipment companies, media companies, consumer finance companies, energy companies and defense/aerospace
companies, see “Risks — Science and Technology Risk” in the Trust’s shareholder report.

Risks Associated with the Trust’s Options Strategy. The ability of the Trust to generate current gains from options premiums and to enhance the Trust’s risk-adjusted returns is
partially dependent on the successful implementation of its options strategy. There are several risks associated with transactions in options on securities. For example, there are
significant differences between the securities and options markets that could result in an imperfect correlation between these markets, causing a given transaction not to achieve its
objectives. A decision as to whether, when and how to use options involves the exercise of skill and judgment, and even a well-conceived transaction may be unsuccessful to some
degree because of market behavior or unexpected events.

Restricted and Illiquid Investments Risk. The Trust may invest without limitation in illiquid or less liquid investments or investments in which no secondary market is readily
available or which are otherwise illiquid, including private placement securities. The Trust may not be able to readily dispose of such investments at prices that approximate those at
which the Trust could sell such investments if they were more widely traded and, as a result of such illiquidity, the Trust may have to sell other investments or engage in borrowing
transactions if necessary to raise cash to meet its obligations. Limited liquidity can also affect the market price of investments, thereby adversely affecting the Trust’s NAV and ability
to make dividend distributions. The financial markets in general, and certain segments of the mortgage-related securities markets in particular, have in recent years experienced periods
of extreme secondary market supply and demand imbalance, resulting in a loss of liquidity during which market prices were suddenly and substantially below traditional measures of
intrinsic value. During such periods, some investments could be sold only at arbitrary prices and with substantial losses. Periods of such market dislocation may occur again at any
time. Privately issued debt securities are often of below investment grade quality, frequently are unrated and present many of the same risks as investing in below investment grade
public debt securities.

There is no assurance that the Trust will achieve its investment objective. The Trust is subject to numerous risks, including investment risks discussed above. The Trust is not a complete
investment program and you may lose money investing in the Trust. An investment in the Trust may not be appropriate for all investors.

The amounts and sources of distributions reported in any notices are only estimates and are not being provided for tax reporting purposes. The actual amounts and sources of the
amounts for tax reporting purposes will depend upon the Fund’s investment experience during the remainder of its fiscal year and may be subject to change based on tax regulations.
The Fund will send a Form 1099-DIV for the calendar year that will tell how to report these distributions for federal income tax purposes.

Some BlackRock funds make distributions of ordinary income and capital gains at calendar year end. Those distributions temporarily cause extraordinarily high yields. There is no
assurance that a fund will repeat that yield in the future. Subsequent monthly distributions that do not include ordinary income or capital gains in the form of dividends will likely be
lower.

Index definitions:

MSCI Custom ACWI SMID Growth IT Call Overwrite Index: An index representing the IT (Information Technology) sector stocks within the MSCI ACWI SMID Cap Growth Index.  
An index that captures mid and small-cap securities exhibiting overall growth style characteristics across 23 Developed Markets (DM) and 24 Emerging Markets (EM) countries.

© 2023 BlackRock, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved. BLACKROCK, ALADDIN, and iShares are trademarks of BlackRock, Inc., or its affiliates. All other
trademarks are those of their respective owners.

Prepared by BlackRock Investments, LLC, member FINRA.

Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • No Bank Guarantee
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